
User journeys for cooking recipes

Tools experimented in the Good Design Playbook

Cooking pasta

Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream 

Zoom in 
to see in details

6 Take the pasta out of 
the pan
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cooking in water cooking in water

Wait 11 minutes for 
cooking

How do I monitor the cooking time?
I stay next? I put a timer?

I memorize? I sting to check?

How do I extract the pasta from it
hot water?

I pour in a colander? Am I using a skimmer?

Want a recipe
pasta

What desire for a recipe?
Am I looking at what's left in the fridge?

I'm looking for a recipe? I shop?

Organize utensils
and the ingredients

How do I prepare my work plan?
Do I take out all the utensils? 

I only take out a pot?
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inspiration start-up cuisson à l’eau cuisson à l’eau

Open the pasta 
package

How do I open the package of pasta?
With a chisel? With a knife?

With the hands?

Comment je bouille l’eau pour une cuisson?
A la casserole? A la bouilloire?

Verser les pâtes 
dans la casserole

Comment je verse mes pâtes?
Je renverse le paquet? Je prends une 

poignée? Je prend un ustensile?

3 4 5

preparation

Bouillir l’eau

cooking in water cooking in water

Pour the pasta
in the caserole

How do I pour my pasta?
Do I reverse the package? I take a handful? 

I take a utensil?

4 5Boil water

How do I boil water for cooking?
In the casserole? At the kettle?

Cooking pasta

Identify at each step
needs and solutions

Wash the courgettes

How do I peel my vegetable?
Every second slat? A peeler ?

preparation

5 Peel
zucchini

preparation

Cut the
cubed zucchini

How do I cut my vegetable?
Sliced and then cubed? In length 

then in cubes?

preparation
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How do I wash my vegetables?
Under the stream of water? In a salad bowl?

Preparation
zucchini cream

preparation

Take out the ingredients 
and utensils

How do I prepare my ingredients and utensils?
Do I get out of the fridge? Am I coming out of a 

closet?
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Start-up

Search the recipe
A pasta recipe
with its cream

with zucchini and goat cheese

How do I find the recipe?
On the Internet? In a book? While 

asking? Instinctively?

List the races 
to be done

How do I list the ingredients to buy?
I note on a paper? I remember?

I photograph the recipe?

Shopping

How do I get my ingredients?
At the supermarket? Online?
With what's left in the fridge?
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Identify at each step
needs and solutions

preparation

Dose
2 oil spoons

How do I dose the liquid?
With a spoon? With a pipette?

16

dosage

Dose
2 pinches of salt

How do I dose the salt?
Do I pour randomly? I put in my hand first?

17

dosage

Pour the pasta
in the bowl

How do I pour the pasta?
Am I pouring from the colander? Am I 

using a transition container?
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Mix the contents
of the salad bowl

Mix the contents of the salad bowl
The consistency is heavy. I mix with a utensil? I stir? 

I mix?
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Open the package
pasta

How do I open the package of pasta?
With scissors? With a knife?

With the hands?
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I memorize? I sting to check?
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hot water?

I pour in a colander? Am I using a skimmer?
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Pour the pasta
in the caserole

How do I pour my pasta?
Do I reverse the package? I take a handful? 

I take a utensil?
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How do I boil water for cooking?
In the casserole? At the kettle?



Want a recipe
pasta

What desire for a recipe?
Am I looking at what's left in the fridge?

I'm looking for a recipe? I shop?

Organize utensils
and the ingredients

How do I prepare my work plan?
Do I take out all the utensils? 

I only take out a pot?
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Identify at each step
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User journeys
to cooking a recipe

A tool tested in the Good Design Playbook
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How do I open the package of pasta?
With a chisel? With a knife?

With the hands?

Comment je bouille l’eau pour une cuisson?
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How do I pour my pasta?
Do I reverse the package? I take a handful? 

I take a utensil?
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How do I boil water for cooking?
In the casserole? At the kettle?
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How do I monitor the cooking time?
I stay next? I put a timer?

I memorize? I sting to check?

How do I extract the pasta from it
hot water?

I pour in a colander? Am I using a skimmer?
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Search the recipe
A pasta recipe
with its cream

with zucchini and goat cheese

How do I find the recipe?
On the Internet? In a book? While 

asking? Instinctively?

List the races 
to be done

How do I list the ingredients to buy?
I note on a paper? I remember?

I photograph the recipe?
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Identify at each step
needs and solutions



Wash the courgettes

preparation

5

How do I wash my vegetables?
Under the stream of water? In a salad bowl?

Take out the ingredients 
and utensils

How do I prepare my ingredients and utensils?
Do I get out of the fridge? Am I coming out of a 

closet?

4

Start-up

Shopping

How do I get my ingredients?
At the supermarket? Online?
With what's left in the fridge?
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inspiration

Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream (2/6)

User journeys
to cooking a recipe
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How do I peel my vegetable?
Every second slat? A peeler ?

Peel
zucchini

preparation

Cut the
cubed zucchini

How do I cut my vegetable?
Sliced and then cubed? In length 

then in cubes?

preparation
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Preparation

zucchini cream

preparation

Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream (3/6)
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User journeys
to cooking a recipe
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Open the package
pasta

How do I open the package of pasta?
With scissors? With a knife?

With the hands?
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Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream (4/6)
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Comment je bouille l’eau pour une cuisson?
A la casserole? A la bouilloire?

Verser les pâtes 
dans la casserole

Comment je verse mes pâtes?
Je renverse le paquet? Je prends une 

poignée? Je prend un ustensile?
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cooking in water cooking in water

Pour the pasta
in the caserole

How do I pour my pasta?
Do I reverse the package? I take a handful? 

I take a utensil?

4 5Boil water

How do I boil water for cooking?
In the casserole? At the kettle?



Pour the pasta
in the bowl

How do I pour the pasta?
Am I pouring from the colander? Am I 

using a transition container?
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Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream (5/6)
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Wait 11 minutes for 
cooking

How do I monitor the cooking time?
I stay next? I put a timer?

I memorize? I sting to check?

How do I extract the pasta from it
hot water?

I pour in a colander? Am I using a skimmer?



Dose
2 oil spoons

How do I dose the liquid?
With a spoon? With a pipette?
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dosage

Dose
2 pinches of salt

How do I dose the salt?
Do I pour randomly? I put in my hand first?

17

dosage

Mix the contents
of the salad bowl

Mix the contents of the salad bowl
The consistency is heavy. I mix with a utensil? I stir? 

I mix?
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Make pasta with zucchini and goat cheese cream (6/6)
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